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THE GREEN ROOM
WADS Christmas Social 2021
Friday, 17th December 6:30pm
Drinks & Canapes

Bouchon

18 The Green, Westerham
In the absence of any show this season,
we wanted give members a chance to
gather and look forward to brighter things
in 2022. So you are all invited to join us at
the new wine bar on The Green, Bouchon,
owned and run by Quercus, next door.
Tickets £10 per person to include nibbles
and your first glass of wine - apply to
membership@wads-web.net or call 01959
565178
It’s an excellent opportunity to introduce any prospective new members too!

Audition Notice
for our spring production of

People

Theodore (50s)
Filmmaker, outwardly more BBC than the
director of such titles as “Reach for the
Thighs”. Blue blood meets blue movies.
Bishop (50/60)
June’s ‘boss’ in the Church.

by Alan Bennett

4 - 7th May 2022

Bruce (40/50)
“Grip” on set of “Reach for the Thighs”.

Directed by Sandra Barfield

Louise (30s)
Make-up/Costume “Reach for the Thighs”

th

Auditions will be held on:

Sunday, 9th January - 10:30am
Tuesday, 11th January - 8:00pm
The Front Meeting Room
Westerham Hall, Quebec Av.

Nigel (40/50)
Assistant Director “Reach for the Thighs”
Les (30/40/50)
Cameraman on “Reach for the Thighs”

Characters:
Colin (20/30)
Dorothy Stacpoole (60+)
An actor in “Reach for the Thighs”
Faded, grand ex-model, lives in magnificent
Brit (20/30)
squalor in a tired stately home.
An actor in “Reach for the Thighs”
Iris (60+)
A contrasting, subversive attitude oozes Ensemble (multiple ages)
Multiple parts: members of the public, film
from Dorothy’s shabby companion.
crew, National Trust contractors etc.
June Stacpoole (50+)
(Ages given are a guide to playing age only)
Dorothy’s sister, an archdeacon. Dry and
People spoil things; there are so many of
practical, the voice of reason.
them and the last thing one wants is them
Bevan (30/40)
traipsing through one’s house. But with the
An oilly agent representing mysterious park a jungle and a bath on the billiard table,
potential buyers.
what is one to do? Dorothy wonders if an
attic sale could be a solution.
Ralph Lumsden (40/50)
Turn to page 3 
The man from the National Trust.

Contacts
Jeff Adams, Chair
chair@wads-web.net
Bev Newbold, Secretary
secretary@wads-web.net

Judy Duffield, Membership
membership@wads-web.net
Mark Mountjoy, Treasurer
treasurer@wads-web.net

Dear All,
I regret to have to open this issue
with sad news. Our longest standing
member, dear Neville Wells, passed
away on 20th October at the grand
age of 96. Neville joined WADS back
in 50s when his father, Major Stanley
Wells, was part of the team that
headed WADS re-birth after the war
in 1948. An active member all that
time, both on stage and off, and in
later years drumming up friends and
family to support every production
from the front row of the auditorium.
Our thoughts are with his family at
this time. Neville’s funeral will be held
at St. Peter’s church in Limpsfield
11:00am, Thursday, 25th November.
Since the last issue the early sense of
optimism in the air faded as Covid
reared its ugly head again causing us
to reluctantly cancel The Centenary
Ball planned for 24th July at Lewins.
It’s deeply unfortunate that our
centenery fell mid-pandemic, but we
have decided we can not stretch it
any further! However, to mark 100
Years of amateur drama in
Westerham a mosaic plaque of the
WADS logo and centenary dates will
be commissioned from local artist
Oliver Budd. Oliver created the
mosaics at the Doctors’ Surgery and
the Jubilee Clock here, and the
underpass at Oxted Station. It will be
installed in a prominent place on
Westerham Hall. We wish to record
our sincere thanks to the Taylor
Smith family who have generously
offered to pay for this in memory of
their mother, Joy, a longstanding and
vibrant member of WADS.
As COVID still dominates the news
we have decided not to proceed with
a Panto. It will soon be 2 years since
we staged a show, Dickens of a
Christmas Carol, but do not despair!
We are pleased to announce that
Sandra Barfield has agreed to direct
the recent Alan Bennett play People
in May 2022. There are some
cracking parts and we hope it will
appeal to a wide audience.
Plans are a foot for a spectacular
WADS Christmas Panto next year,
Aladdin. More details in the new year.
We are also resurrecting Studio
WADS with Ghislaine Bowden’s
production of Frank McGuinness’
play Someone Who’ll Watch Over
Turn to page 3 
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Someone Who’ll Watch Over Me
Following
Ghislaine’s
successful and much
praised production of
Richard Bean’s play Kiss
Me, (see issue 13) entered
into the Sevenoaks Drama Festival in
February last year, we are excited to revive
Studio WADS with this project - Frank
McGuinness’ play Someone Who’ll Watch
Over Me.

comrades. At times the dramatic dialogue
reaches a level of Beckettian absurdity, as
even the audience is unable to draw a
distinction between the characters' insanity
and humour. We are made witness and
accomplice to a humour based on
something apparently ghastly, the loss of
rationality. What can’t be doubted is the
power of a play that celebrates the instinct
for survival, doesn’t shirk the possibilities of
despair, and demonstrates how the power
Ghislaine wanted to develop the work she of the imagination can take the men beyond
did with an earlier production, Lions & the four walls of their imprisonment. Still as
Donkeys, which was set in the trenches of relevant today as when it was written.
WW1 and explored the drama, tension,
claustrophobia and humour derived from We are delighted that the Sevenoaks
the close confines and horrors of those District Arts Council have offered to lend
dark days.
their financial support to this production
thus enabling groups like ours to expand
Written in 1992, Frank McGuinnes was what we do into new areas.
inspired by the experiences of Brian
Kennan and John McCarthy who were held To move forward Ghislaine is inviting actors
captive by associates of Hezbollah in to come forward to take part. It will involve
Lebanon in the 1980s. The characters, a a significant committment but will be well
US doctor called Adam, an Irish journalist, worth it. Ghislaine has her production team
Edward and Michael, an earnest English in place lead by Ellie Norman. All we need
academic are confined in a dank are three men!
windowless prison. As the three men strive
for survival they also strive to overcome Jim Thurbin and James Atkinson have
their personal and nationalistic differences. signed up so there is space for one more!
Related to this is each individual's own To join the team please contact Ghislaine
attempt to maintain sanity under the directly at ghislainebowden@aol.com.
watchful eye of both captors and supposed

It’s Behind You!
…we hope!
We are attempting to creep back to a ‘near’
normal lifestyle, whatever that might be, but
always looking over our shoulders for that
pesky virus! It goes without saying, that
times have been so tough but we hope that
there is a light at the end of the tunnel, with
the opportunity to embrace live theatre
once again. Many of our members are now
bravely venturing back to the West End and
the provinces and enjoying all those
wonderful productions that have been on
hold for so long. We all applaud the
wonderful theatrical teams that have
endured the frustrations of the past
eighteen months.
Right! Moving on! The magical, seasonal
words ‘so... who would like to direct our
panto?’ have not echoed around
committee meeting tables for some while.
This has always been the moment when
you discovered something really important
on your shoe/under the table /embedded
in a fingernail, not raising your eyes until
someone had said, ‘Oh alright then.’
Everyone
then
cheerfully
and
enthusiastically volunteers to help, sew,
paint, support, make cakes for rehearsals
and so the show goes on. At WADS, we
have a tradition of producing the most
wonderful Christmas shows and many of
us have loved including panto as part of our
preparations for our own Christmas
festivities.

Directing thirty or so adults in panto is tough
and personally, I would rather herd 150 ten
and eleven-year-olds into a seasonal
offering. I have directed Christmas shows
for young people, in years gone by, which
have been exciting, huge fun and have
showcased many of the talented
youngsters who later joined WADS.
However, the skills required to direct adults
are very, very different.

vast literary skills of Mark de Angeli to
develop the script for three fairies, not just
the obligatory one fairy godmother, and also
write in a love interest scene for the town
crier. Why not? I thought it was a good idea
at the time as I felt it was so important to
include as many of our members as
possible. You can do this with pantomime.
There were the crowd/villager’s scenes
which involved enthusiastic singing and
dancing and in ‘Jack’ the cast and crew
always had ideas and opinions, with good
examples of how to expand and build their
parts. Sometimes these were quite
interesting and Jonny Bailey and I had quite
a standoff over his request to use a scooter
on stage. He won, it worked.

Scenery and props required detailed
planning and constructing. I can recall Mark
Mountjoy and Ashton Taylor Smith’s great
excitement at creating the ‘growing’
beanstalk and it never let us down. It grew
to the skies at each and every show to
great applause from the audience and great
sighs of relief from the crew.
There was a cast of 34 and a backstage
crew of 30 who all played a massive part in
creating magical panto moments, from the
evil Fleshcreep (he managed to make
children cry in the first five minutes – well
done Tom Stiles!) the soldiers with
dyscalculia, not to mention our truly brilliant
cow, Daisy. To be honest I could go through
the entire cast celebrating their great
performances. Meg was a great ‘Jack’ and
Fliss was a beautiful princess. We had it all.
It was a unique gathering of very talented
and mostly happy members, until I kept
changing things. But they were always so
polite to me!

When I took on the task of directing Jack
and the Beanstalk back in 2012 I have to
admit, it was a baptism of fire.
We needed the script. This is never a one
size-fits-all and I remember calling on the
Turn to page 4 
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Stacpoole, who faces the choice of
People was first staged in 2012 at The auctioning off the house, letting the National
National Theatre starring Francis de la Tour Trust open it to visitors, or selling it to a
and Linda Bassett. It is funny, and brilliant, shady consortium.
and a deeply felt satire on the heritage Dorothy describes the National Trust as a
culture as well as a brisk antidote to the "pretend England... so decent, so worthy,
“living history” pageants in royal palaces so dull".
and the hushed-tone reverence of stately In the meantime she allows the house to be
home guided tours.
used as the set for a porn film.
Dorothy Stacpoole and her companion Iris "Bennett's play feels less like a class
live in magnificant squalor in Dorothy’s old comedy than an old man's rage against the
family home, a tired, increasingly sterility of today's cautious, over-organised
dilapidated stately pile. The fate of the society, where all boxes must be computerhouse is in the balance. Should it, as is the ticked, and all human spirit and oddity
wish of Dorothy’s sister, June, be handed processed away," said Ismene Brown in her
over to the National Trust, described by one review for The Arts Desk.
character as embodying the “new
"Upending his cuddly reputation, he gives
feudalism”? Or, as Dorothy hopes, can its
the poor old National Trust a really bloody
steady decline to oblivion be halted, or at
nose."
least slowed by selling off the family
heirlooms to fund repaires. The oily and A National Trust spokesperson said: "We
somewhat mysterious Mr. Lumsden visits are looking forward to seeing Alan
to assess the assets for auction, but also Bennett's play and of course it is flattering
talks of selling the house to a shadowy to be woven into it, but we are not quite the
consortium, to be transported to Dorset or organisation he thinks we are!
Wiltshire. Conversely, the man from the "The National Trust has changed a lot over
National Trust talks of preserving Belfast's recent years to reach out and engage with
Maze prison in aspic and gets wildly excited as wide an audience as possible across our
by the discovery that Dorothy’s home has a houses, gardens, coast and countryside.
vast collection of old piss-pots in which the We want everyone to love the special
urine of famous guests is lovingly places we look after.
maintained. And in the meantime, to keep
the wolf from the door, the house has been "We know we can't always please everyone
rented to a film company as a location for but we do feel hugely confident we are on
their new title “Reach for the Thighs”. the right lines with 4 million members and
Talking more like a posh rugby coach than 17 million paying visits, and the goodwill
a saucy auteur, director, Theodore and enthusiasm of 67,000 volunteers,
along with more than 100 million pounds a
embodies blue blood meets blue movies.
year spent on conservation."

Alan Bennett play People 'gives 'Mischievous wit'
National Trust a bloody nose'
In his introduction to the play, Bennett
By Tim Masters
Entertainment & arts correspondent, BBC News
8th November 2012

writes: "Some plays seem to start with an
itch, an irritation, something one can't solve
or a feeling one can't locate. With People
Alan Bennett's new play People has it was a sense of unease when going round
opened at the National Theatre, in which a National Trust house and being required
the playwright takes a swipe at the National to buy into the role of reverential visitor."
Trust.
He goes on to express his dislike of being
Bennett revealed last week that People fed information about the room or its
was inspired by his sense of unease while furniture by National Trust guides.
visiting a National Trust house.
"Even when I am interested but want to be
Set in a crumbling stately home, the play left alone with the pictures or whatever, I
stars Frances de la Tour as the have learned not to show too much interest
impoverished owner resisting its sale to the as this invariably fetches the guide over,
charity.
wanting to share his or her expertise."
Critics have described the play as "At 78, Alan Bennett has lost little of his
"provocative fun".
mischievous wit and sense of the
Michael Billington in The Guardian says the ridiculous," says Charles Spencer in his
play raises the "intriguing prospect of a four-star review in The Telegraph. "His
running war" between two NTs: the eagerly awaited new comedy, People, may
not be out of the top drawer of his work,
National Theatre and the National Trust.
lacking the emotional depth and sly subtlety
The National Trust told the BBC on of his best writing, but it is entertaining,
Thursday that it was "flattered" to be woven funny and touching."
into Bennett's play, but it was "not quite the
In The Mail, Quentin Letts was more
organisation he thinks we are".
reserved. "Mr Bennett's text has strong
People, directed by Nicholas Hytner, sees moments - there is a stinging speech about
de la Tour in her third new Bennett play at how the Trust likes to 'maximise our
the National following The History Boys and percentage footfall' as a 'growth
The Habit of Art.
organisation' - but the dramatic execution
She plays ex-model and aristocrat Dorothy
Turn to page 4 
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Me. The last thing WADS did prior to
the first lock-down was Ghislaine’s
production of Kiss Me at the
Sevenoaks Drama Festival where it
was commended by the late Sheila
Hook.
We feel this is an important part of
our drive to rebuild WADS, showing
potential new members a breadth of
material and formats.
Also in this issue, Marli Bailey
ventured out for live theatre, and we
have her experience of Rogers &
Hammerstein’s Carousel at Regents
Park. Judy Duffield reflects on the
trials and tribulations of directing a
WADS Panto. Thank you both for
your contributions. There is always
room for more! If any members wish
to contribute to an issue of The
Green Room please contact me.
Our editor is very accommodating...
AGM
Wednesday, 23rd February 2022
8:00pm - Westerham Hall.
Our last AGM was held on 13th
March 2019 just before lockdown,
Because of the pandemic we could
not hold an AGM in 2020 so the
committee agreed to roll 2020 over
into 2021. A full report and set of
consolidated accounts for the two
years will be available. It would be
great to have some new volunteers
to join the committee at the AGM. If
you have ideas on how to move
WADS forward for the coming years
please join us!
We are now entering a critical period,
loss of income over last 2 years,
falling membership and dwindling
audiences combine to beg the
question - Just how much longer
can the show go on?
We Need to attract more members,
both acting and non-acting.
We need to attract a bigger and
wider audience in order to ensure a
future. What is happening to WADS
is happening to others around us.
Please come to the AGM to show
your support; think of ways you
could help, introduce a new member,
new idea, put yourself forward for the
committee. Full details of the AGM
will be circulated in due course.
On a happier note Christmas Members’ Evening
It will be my pleasure to welcome you
to a Yuletide Members’ evening at
the new wine bar. We hope to see
many members and encourage all to
use this as an opportunity to
introduce new people to WADS.
That's all for now.

Jeffrey Adams

The Green Room
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We needed music and were fortunate to
have a live band and as always, the
costumes were magnificent. The hall itself
was transformed into a magical set by
some really exciting, creative lighting, one
minute a dark, haunted, skeleton riddled
dungeon, the next a sunny, jolly
marketplace full of happy, singing villagers.
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Carousel

Regent’s Park open air theatre
I recently went to Regent’s Park open air
theatre to see Timothy Sheader’s
production of Carousel, Richard Rogers’
favourite of all his collaborations with Oscar
Hammerstein II.
The production relocates the musical from
New England, to a mining town in the north
of England, which perhaps diminishes the
more lively, romantic and colourful location
of the original, which I feel is a more suitable
backdrop to the fatal romance at the heart
of Carousel.

Every show like this needs a great
production secretary and I was certainly
blessed having Cecily. She was amazing,
managing to make sense of my notes, my
conversations and my crazy thought
processes to help pull this huge production
together. But our producer, Mark Mountjoy,
was brilliant and kept smiling - most of the
time! It was possibly a producer’s
nightmare. We were overrunning the time of
the performances; the songs were taking
too long and the props were a struggle in
the wings – not to mention how we were to
manoeuvre the massive giant (and I do
mean massive), and he managed to crush
his hand unloading a gypsy caravan from a
van in the car park (don’t ask). I recall sitting
down with him just after the dress rehearsal
(with wine) deciding which bits to change,
shorten, cut. He seemed to take it all in his
stride, he and I having fairly frantic phone
calls early the following morning from my
kitchen with the oh so tolerant musical
director (Sally Higham) and cast to consider
editing the songs just before the first
performance. I admit 9.00 a.m. was a bit
too early to be sustained by wine but so
tempting! But we got there and sent home
happy audiences night after night.
We managed to incorporate every aspect
of panto into this production; principal boys
and girls with appropriate amount of thigh
slapping, slapstick, audience participation,
community singing, great music, amazing
sets, exciting special effects, fantastic

Billy Bigelow, the carousel barker, who mill
worker, Julie Jordan, cannot resist Played
by Declan Bennett, who’s vicious
masculinity strips away any charm or
sensuality from his character. The duet
between Billy and Julie “If I loved you” was
beautifully sung. However, due to his
characterisation as a gruff Northerner I felt
it was lacking in romance and commitment
to each other.

The choreography by Drew McOnie was
contemporary, energetic and often witty.
The dance routines were powerful and
expressive which supported the energy of
the mining community.
The songs and music remain as charming
and familiar as ever. Joanna Riding, as
Nettie, gives a moving rendition of “You’ll
never walk alone” and I loved her at the
centre of “June is busting out all over” . She
was engaging and brought the whole
production to life.

Perhaps, for traditionalists, this reimagining
of Carousel is a little too raw and dark.
The set is simplistic and effective if a little However, I feel this new interpretation earns
stark and empty, with a giant crane that its place in modern theatre.
hangs menacingly over the action. A We were lucky to have seen the production
sweeping semi-circular ramp encases the on a clear night and with a full audience,
orchestra in a kind of cave, whilst a revolve which enhanced the magical atmosphere of
at the centre of the stage turns slowly as life this wonderfully unique theatre.
moves on.
Marli Bailey
costumes and I fondly recall watching our From page 3
prompt, the lovely Annick, after trying to lacks political ruthlessness and the lines are
keep up with the dialogue which changed delivered without subtlety."
most nights, put down her script and just
He added: "People has a good theme but
join in.
the production doesn't half plod in places."
And, to cap it all, I believe the bar did quite
The play, at the Lyttelton theatre until next
well too!
February, includes a running joke about the
The whole show was great and I have so Stacpoole home's collection of chamber
many happy memories and it was such a pots which still contain the urine of famous
privilege to work with such a wonderful visitors over the decades.
team.
The National Trust statement added: "A
So… would anyone like to direct next Demos survey at the end of last year
year’s panto? Please? No pressure - just showed that the National Trust and
Shakespeare were the top two sources of
1,000 tickets over seven performances!
pride in being British.
To this day, I can’t help smiling when I hear
‘Mr Blue Sky’ or ‘Don’t Stop Me Now’ and "On top of that, we also look after over 550
chamber pots, though unfortunately most
I bet I’m not the only one.
Judy Duffield are empty."

